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CORPS DECISIONS IN 1404(1{) ELEVATIONS 

CECC-E 

AEPI..V TO 
ATTENTION 01": 

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
u.s. Atmv Corps ot Engin .. " 

WASHINGTON. O.C. 20314-1000 

9 May 1989 

MEMORANDUM FOR: SEE DISTRIBUTION 

SUBJECT : Permit Elevation, Plantation Landing Resort, Inc. 

1. Enclosed. for your information and guidance is the recent 
decision of the Director of Civil Works in the subject permit 
elevation case. This decision was prepared by the Office of the 
Chief Counsel, CECC-£, because it involves leqal issues; 
however, it also involves major policy i •• ue., and was aPl:-'roved 
by the Civil work. Directorate, CECW-ZA and Clew-OR. Moreover, 
this decision was fully coordinated with the Office of the 
Assistant .Secretary of the Army (Civil Works) and the Office of 
the General Counsel of the Army. Please provide the enclosed 
extra copy of the document to your FOA'S regulatory branch for 
their use and guidance. 

2. In the near future, HOOSACE expects to promulgate a 
Regulatory Guidance Letter (RGL) based on the substance of this 
permit elevation decision. However, since some time may elapse 
while such a RGL ia coordinated with EPA, the full text of the 
decision ia provided now for your use. 

FOR THE CHIEF COUNSEL: 

Enclosures ~~v.~ 
LANCE D. WOOD 
Assistant Chief Counsel 
Environmental Law and 

Regulatory Programs 
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sion, Lower 

" Ii 
FOR Corrunander, u.s. Army Engineer Distridt, new ~Jleans 

I I, 
SUBJECT: Permit Elevation. Plantation Landing R1 crt, Inc. 

,I I 
1. By memorandum dated 3 February 1989, ' the Ass~.tant Secretary 
of the Army (Civil Works) advised me tha~ he had !l~ranted the 
re<;uest of the Environmental Protection +qency (~~A) and the 
Department of Commerce (DOC) to elevate the perm~; case for 
Plantation Landing Resort, Inc., to HousAcE for ~national policy 
level review of issues concerning the pr,ctiCabl!e l alternatives and 
mitic;ation provisions of the 404 (b) (1) Gud.deline~ My review of . 
the case record provided by the New Orle~ns Distf ct (NOO) leads 
me to concluce that Corps policy interpre,ting ang.', i imPlementing the 
404(b) (1) Guidelines should be clarified 11in cert~ n respects. Of 
course, general guidance interpreting the, 404 (b)l l ~ ) Guidelines 
ideally should be prepared and promulqatj,d jOintlli by the Corps 
and the EPA. (See 40 CFR 230.2(c». co~sequent~ , 
representatives of the Office of the ASA ~(CW) and;: he Corps from 
time to time have worked with EPA attempting tO la , velop joint 
interpretive guidance on impor~ant issues under '~pe 404(b) (l) 
Guidelines, but no final inter-agency co~sensus has resulted to 
date. Although! hope and expect that e~entuall~j we will be able 
to promulgate joint Army/EPA guidance, i .n the interim I believe 
the guidance provided in the attachment !i s necesll~ 1 :;y and will 
serve a useful purpose. ; 

i: 
,j' 

2 . Please re-evaluate the subject perrn~t case ~ light of the 
d ' " gui ance provided in the attachment, and take acf ion accordingly. 

FOR THE COHMANDER: 

Attachment 
Pen:e.h ' 
PAiJ-RICK • 
Brigadie 
Director 
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COJlPS DECISIONS IN f404(q) ELEVATIONS 

Attachment 

• 1. The Corps of Engineers permit regulations state the 
following at 33 CF~ 320.4(a): 

·For activities involving 404 discharges, a permit 
will be denied if the discharge that would be 
authorized by such permit would not comply with 
the Environmental Protection Agency's 404(b) (1) 
guidelines .. • 

2. The 404 (b) (1) Guidelines constitute one of the primary 
regulatory directives requiring the Corpe' 404 program to 
protect wetlands and other spacial aquatic sites (defined at 40 
CFR 230.3 (q-1» from unnecessary destruction or degradation. 
Consequently. proper inter~retation and implementation of the 
Guidelines is essenLial to ensure that the Corps provides ~he 
degree of protection to spe·cial aquatic sites mandated by the 
Guidelines and required by the Corps of Engineers wetlands 
policy (33 CFR 320.4(b)). 

3. One key provision of the 404(b)(1) Guidelines which clearly 
is intended to discourage unnecessary filling or degradation of 
wetlands is the ·practicable alternative· requirement, 40 CFR 
230.10(a), which. in relevant part, provides that: 

" ••• no discharge of dredged or fill material shall 
be permitted if there is a practicable alternative to 
the proposed discharge which would have less adverse 
impact on the aquatic ecosystem .••• 

As explained in the preamble to the Guidelines, this provision 
means that: 

" ••• the Guidelines '" prohibit discharges where 
there is a practicable. less damaging alternative 
'" Thus. if destruction of an area of waters of 
the United States may reasonably be avoided, it 
should be avoided." (45 Fed. Reg. 85340, Dec. 24, 
1980) 

4. The 404(b) (1) Guidelines have been written to provide an 
added degree of discouragement for non-water dependent 
activities proposed to be located in a special aquatic site, as 
follows: 

Where the activity associated with a discharge 
which is proposed for a special aquatic site (as 
defined in Subpart E) does not require access· or 
proximity to or Siting within the special aquatic 
site in question to fulfill its basic purpose 
(i . e .• is not ·water dependent·), practicable 
alternatives that do not involve special aquatic 
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554 WETLANDS DESKBOQK 

sites are presumed to be availab l e. unless Cle~~lY 
demonstrated otherwise. (40 eFR 230 . 10(al (311 i.1 

' Ii 
The rebuttable presumption created by this l proviSiO~ is intended 
to ~ncrease the burden on an applicant for :a non-w~~er-dependent 
activity to demonstrate that no practicable altern~~ive exists 
to his proposed discharge in a special aqu~tic sit~ J This 
presumption ~s added to the Guidelines' ge*~ral pr~~umPtion 
against discharqes found at 40 CFR 230.1 (c ~' , which'i: ~lready 
places the burden of proof on the applicant to demonstrate that 
his proposed discharge complies with the G'tldeline~. ,1 including 
the practicable alternative requirement of ~ 40 CFR ~;. J O .10 (al • 
(See 45 Fed. Reg. 85338. Dec . 24. 19801 I ; 

1, ' , , 
S. One essential aspect of applying the "practicati~e 
alternative" and "water dependency" provisions of 't:lie Guidelines 
to a particular 404 permit case is to decide what i:s the "basic 
purpose" of the planned activity requiring ! ~he pro~~sed 
discharge of dredged or fill material. The , preamb~e to the 
Guidelines provides the following guidance ton the ~ll aning of 
"basic purpose": I i, 

I , 
l. ,-
" ,I "Non-water-dependent" discharges are those I· 

associated with activities which do not require I 
access or proximity to or siting withirt . the 1i 
special aquatic site to fulfill their l$asic ,t, 

purpose . An example is a fill to create a 
restaurant site, since restaurants do I1'9t need:i, t;o 
be in wetlands to fulfill their basic p~rpose ~1 
feeding people. (45 Fed. Rell. 85339. flee. 24. q: 
1980, emphasis added) " 
. i " I 

6. The 404 (b) (1) analysis for the Plantation Land f llq Resort , 
Inc •• application, even when read in conjunction wi tih the 
Statement of FindinQs (SOr) and the Envirortmental ~~sessment 
(EA), does not deal with the issues of practicable l' ~lternatives 
and water dependency in a satisfactory manner. The.1404(b) (1) 
evaluation itself is essentially a standarq, form " ~qecklist" 
with very little analysis or project-speci~ic info~ation. 
Nevertheless, when one reads the Statement ,of Find+~qs and 
Environmental Assessment for the project. one can 4,etermine how 
the New Orleans District (NOD) analyzed the projec t: for purposes 
of the 404 (bl (11 review. ' 

7. One significant problem in the NOD's approach *q the 
404(b) (l) review is found in the following ! which l~ the only 
statement in NOD'S 404(b} (1) evaluation do~ument P~ senting a 
project-specific reference to the Plantatiqp Landi~ case with 
respect to the practicable alternative req~ i.rement-r0f the 
Guidelines: I I'J 

I , 

Several less environmentally damaging alternat.~ les 
were identified in the Environmental AS$essmen ~ .1 

3, I' ! ~ 
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COIlPS DECISIONS IN 1404(q) ELEVATIONS 

The applicant stated and supplied information 
~ndicatinq that these alternatives would not be 
practicable in light of his overall project 
purposes. Recent guidance from LMVO states that 
the applicant is the authoritative source of 
information regarding practicability 
determinations, therefore nO less environmentally 
damaging practicable alternatives. are available . 
(NOD's "Evaluation of section 404(b) (1) 
Guidelines," Attachment 1, Paragraph l.a.) 

This statemen~ appears to allow the applicant to determine 
whether practicable alternatives exist to his project. 
Emphatically. that i. not an acceptable approach for conducting 
the alternatives review under the 404(b) (1) Guidelines. The 
Corps is responsible for controlling every aspect of the 
404 (b) (1) al.alysis. While the Corps should consider the views 
of the applicant regarding his project's purpose and the 
existence (or lack of) practicable alternatives, the Corps must 
determine and evaluate these matters itself , with no control or 
direction from the applicant, and without undue deference to the 
applicant's wishes. 

8. In the instant case, the NOD administrative record gives the 
appearance of having given too much deference to the way the 
applicant chose to define the purpose of his project1 this led 
to characterization of project purpose in such a way as to 
preclude the existence of practicable alternatives. First, the 
NOD's Statement of Findings (SOF) concludes the following 
regarding practicable alternatives: 

II ". alternative site analysis resulted in no 
available sites occurring on or near Grand Isle 
that would allow the applicant to achieve the same 
ur ose as that. intended on the ro ert he now 
~." (SOF at page 7 

Similarly, NOD ' s Environmental Assessment (EA) makes the 
following statement: 

"Results of the investigation revealed that a 
practicable and feasible alternatives site did not 
exist on Grand Isle or vicinity that would satisfy 
the purpose and need of the recreational 
develo ment as ro osed on the a licant's own 
property." (EA at page 85 

9. A reading of the entire record indicates that NOD accepted 
the applicant's assertion that the project as proposed must be 
accepted by the Corps as the basis for the 404(b)(1) Guidelines 
practicability analysis. The applicant proposed a 
fully-integrated, waterfront, contiguous water-oriented 
recreational complex, in the form the applicant proposed. 

4 
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Consequently, NOD apparently presumed that ,no altetlh tive site 
could be considered if it could not support in one, i' bontiquous 
waterfront location the same sort Qf fully inte9ra~~1 
recreational complex that the applicant proposed td.i uild. The 
EA Aiddresses this point specifically, as follows I 1, , 

There appear to be alternative siteB fot the 1! 
placement of each component of the proj~ct. )i 
However, alternate sites are not prefer~le by !ere 
applicant because he owns the proj ect ai te and i 
wish •• to realize commercial values from it. R:~pl 
estate investigations revealed that Grand Iale .;at 
present does not offer a less damaging alternat~~l e 
site which satisfies the applicants purPose an"'! 
need as propesed on his own prope .. ty. lEA at I' 
pages 89-90) ;; 

I 
10. The clearest statement from NOD on thill, point lif the 
following stat ...... ut from the SOF. which spec.Hicall:' addresses 
the practicable alternative issuea :: 

In a letter dated August 19, 1988,' EPA providedli to 
the Corps verbal and graphic descriptions of th'tr 
identified alternative project designs and/or I; 

sites. EPA requested the Corps and the applican 
to consider ~d evaluate the possibility of ii t' 
utilizing one or a combination of their suggeste 
alternatives for the proposed Plantatio~, Landing 
Resort. The Corps by transmittal letter, dated "1 
Augu.t 29. 1988. forwarded a copy of the EPA 'I 

alternatives to the applicant·. authoriz~d age~# 1' 
Coastal Environments l Inc. Costal Environments , 
Inc. by letter dated September 12. 1988 ; 1 provided 
to the Corps the applicant's respense regarding·11 I 
the feasibility of the EPA alternatives. The ii I 
applicant's response stated that imPlementation li of 
any of the EPA alternative project design. and/o~ 
sites would result in a disarticulated project It j' 
Corps policy states that -an alternative ia Ii 
practicable if it enables the applicant to fulfi]l 
the basic purpcse of the proposed project." Aft.r 
reviewing the applicant's reaponse and .valuatiq~ 
the alternatives myself I have determin.~ that * A 
proposed alternatives are not feasible 'Ii 
practicable I: 

s 

I 
!, 

I 
i' 
i 
i: 

11. The effect of NOO's deferring to and accePting ~ the 
applicant's definition of the basic purpose ,9f his i?~oject as a 
contiguous, fully-integrated, and entirely waterfronti resort 
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complex in the form tne applicant had proposed was to ensure 
that no practicable alternative could exist. Nevertheless, the 
administrative record nowhere provi~es any rationale for why the 
applicant's proposed complex had to be "contiguous" or "fully 
integrated" or why all features of it had to be "waterfront." 
The only reason appearing on the record to indicate why NOD 
presumed that the project had to be contil/Uous, fully 
integrated, and entirely waterfront is that the applicant stated 
that that was his proposal, thus by definition that was the 
official project purpose which the Corps must use. That is not 
an acceptable approach to interpret and implement the 404(b) (1) 
Guidelines. o~ if the cogs, independently of the applicant, 
we,re to de term e that the asic purposes of the proj ect cannot 
practicably be accomplished unless the project is built in a 
"contiguous", "fully integrated,- and entirely "waterfront" 
manner would those conditions be relevant to the 404(b) (1) 
Guidelines' alternative review. Th~ fact that those conditions 
may be part of the proposal as presented by the applicant i8 by 
no means detenminative of that point. Once again, the Corps, 
not the applicant, must define the basic purpose underlying _the 
applicant's proposed activity. 

12. When an applicant proposes to build a development 
consisting of various component parts, and proposes that all 
those component parts be located on one contiguous tract of land 
(including waters of the United states), a question of fact 
arises: i.e., whether all component parts, or some combination 
of them, or none, really must be built, or must be built in one 
contiguous block, for the project to be viable. The applicant's 
view on that question of fact should be considered by the Corps, 
but the Corps must determine (and appropriately document its 
determination) whether in fact some component parts of the 
project (e.g., those proposed to be built in waters of the 
United States) could be dropped from the development altogether, 
or reconfigured or reduced in scope. to minimize or avoid 
adverse impacts on waters of the United States. For example, in 
the Hartz Mountain Development Corporation application case the 
Corps' New York District was faced with a "block development 
pro;ect" proposed to be built on one contiguous tract as an 
integrated project. Quite properly, the Corps refused to accept 
the applicant's proposal as a controlling factor in our 
404(b) (1) analysis. As the U.S. District Court for New Jersey 
stated approvingly I 

The applicant argued that the shopping 
center-office park-warehouse distribution center 
was an inextricably related project which required 
development- on a single interconnected site. This 
critical mass theory would require any alternative 
to have the capability of handling the entire 
multi-faceted project. The Corps of Engineers 
rejected this theory. The Corps of Engineers 
considered the pr\oj ect as three separate 
activities, that' is to say, shopping center, office 

6 
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park. and warehouse distribution centerr' (Nati~lal Andubon 
Society v. Hartz Mountain DevelOpment Corp., N0:. 183-1534D, 
D.N.J •• Oct 24. 1983 . 14 ELR 20724, case is citer only for 
the above-stated point . ) I: 
• Ii: 

Similarly, the Corps must not presume that ~,he Plan~ation 
Landinq Resort necessarily needs to be buil~: in on~i ~ontiguous 
tract of land, or that it must be "fully int'eqrated ~,!, I or that 
all components of it must be ·waterfront", b.r otherwise that the 
project must be built in the form or confi ;l1rat_ion IPfoposed by 
the applicant. Once again, the applicant b~ars the i! burden of 

, i j . I 
proof for all the tests of 40 CFR 320.10 to\:demonst"ite to the 
Corps that his project. or a~y part of it, should be built in 
the waters of the United States. The Corps will ev~luate the 
applicant's evidence and determine, independently of l the 
applicant's wishes, whether all the requirements of II: the 
Guidelines have been satisf~ed. : 1: I 
13. The "(r1ecent guidance from LMVDII referred to tie NOD's 
404(b) (1) evaluation apparently was the 11 March 19 ~ document 
whereby the LM'ID Commander transmitted to h l:s four 0 strict 
Commanders the HQUSACE guidance letter of 22 April ~¥86. 
Clarification of our intentions in the HQUSACE guidance letter 
of 22 April 1986 is appropriate herein. I. 

, 
14. The language from the 22 April 1986 le~.ter froin HQUSACE 
relevant to this discussion is the fOllowing.: l 

• 
; 'I' IIOur posi tion is that LWF v. York requir, •• that "j 

alternatives be practicable to the apPl~cant anal 
that the purpose and need for the proj eC,t must 1)f 
the applicant I s purpose and need. II " :" 

The essential point of the HQUSACE policy lI1lidance ~f 22 April 
1986 was that under the 404 (b) (1) Guideline~ an alt,,!' native must 
be available to the applicant to be a pract~:cable a~ crative. 
Thus , in the context of LWF v. York, where the appl'1 ant 
proposed to clear his wetland property to grow sOYbi_, ns, the 
fact that other farmers might be able to sup'ply theli e-nited 
States with an adequate soybeans supply woui:d not ri~fessarilY 
preclude the applicant in that particular c&.e fromi obtaining a 
404 permit to clear his land to raise soybeans. 0111; the other 
hand, if affordable upland farmland was avaiilable to l the 
applicant, which he could buy, rent, expand~ manage l~ or 
otherwise use to grow soybeans, that upland: tract ml~ht 
constitute a practicable alternative under the GUid_ t.ines. The 
significance of the HQUSACE 22 April 1986 plilicy gu~dance 
r79ardinq project "purpose" was that projec ~ purpos~ l woUld be 
vl.ewed from the applicant' s perspective rattIer tha"n!' only from 
the broad, "public" perspective. For examplie, in thft LWF v. 
York case (761 F.2d at 1047) the Corps deflhed the ,~tsic purpose 
for the applicants' land clearing project as beingL I to increase 
soybean production or to increase net retur~s on aS $ets owned by 
the company ." That approach to project purpose. vitted from the 

7 ] I 
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applicant's perspective, was upheld as permissible under the 
4041b l ill Guidelines. In contrast. the plaintiffs had urged 
that the Corps view project purpose' only from the broad , public 
perspective, i.e . , presumably by defining project purpose as 
"providing the U.S. public a sufficient supply of soybeans , 
consistent w~th protection of wetlands". (Obviously, the U.S. 
public arguably might get sufficient soybeans from other sources 
even without conversion of wetlands to soybean production.) The 
Court held that the Corps is not required by the Guidelines to 
define project purpose in the manner most favorable to 
"environmental maintenance", or only from the "public· 
perspective. However, the Court clearly indicated that the 
Corps was in charge of defining project purpose and determining 
whether practicable alternatives exist. Similarly, the HQUSACE 
guidance of 22 April 1986 was intended to follow the reasoning 
of the Court in LWF v. York that the Corps' 4041bl (1) analysis 
should include consideration \.If project purpose and practicable 
alternatives from the applicant's perspective. That guidance 
was not intended to allow the applicant to control those two or 
any other aspect of the 404(b) (l) Guidelines review, nor to 
require the Corps to accept or use the applicant's pref,erred 
definition of project purpose or to adopt without question the 
applicant's conclusion regarding the availability of practicable 
alter~atives . One must remember that the Guidelines' 
"practicability" provision (40 CFR 230.10(a) uses the expression 
"basic purpose-. Although the Corps may try to view a project's 
basic purpose from the applicant'S perspective, that cannot 
change the Guidelines' mandate to use every project's basic 
purpose for the Guidelines' practicability review. The 
Guidelines' concept of "basic purpose" was quoted at paragraph 
5, above : e . g., "resturants do not '.nei!1:1. to be in wetlands to 
fulfill their basic purpose of feeding people." The concept of 
basic purpose is further discussed in paragraphs 19 through 21, 
infra . 

15. In addition, the LMVD transmittal letter of 11 March 1997 
contains the following statement: 

,I • •• minimization of cost is a legitimate factor in 
determining the applicant's purpose and the purpose of the 
proj ect. II 

While the applicant's wish to minimize his costs is obviously a 
facto r which the Corps can consider . that factor alone must not 
be a - · ~ owed to control or unduly influence the Corps' definition 
of project purpose or "practicable alternative", or any other 
part of the 4041b) (1) evaluation . The preamble to the 
Guidelines states the following on this point: 

The mere fact that an alternative may cost somewhat more 
does not necessarily mean it is not practicable ••• " (45 
Fed . Reg . at 95339, Dec . 24. 1990) 

8 
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, 
I 

" 

This is an important point, because often w~tland p!~operty may 
be less expensive to a developer than compa~ably siiEl,tated upland 
property. The Guidelines obviously are notr·designea l to 
facilitate a shift of development activities from upol ands to 
wetlands, so the fact that an applicant canf , someti~ei' reduce his 
costs by developing wetland property is notl a factoit- which can 
be used to justify permit isauance under the Guidell r.es. On the 
other hand. the 404 (b) (1) Guidelines do add",ess th~ ' ~actor of 
cost to an applicant in the concept of the ifI,practidability" of 
alternatives. defined at 40 CFR 230.10(a) (21). As t h e 
Guidelines' preamble states on this point, :"i1f an a!l~eged 
alternative is unreasonably expensive to th~ appli~~ t, the 
alternative is not ·practicabl.· ... (45 Fed. ! 'Reg. a~ 1 age 85343, 
Dec 24. 1980) 'I 

I 
16. The 404 (b) (1) Guidelines define the concept o~ , racticable 
alternative as follows: il , 

An alternative i .5 practicable if it is ~vailab~~ 
i 

I f! 
consideration cost~ existing technology:, and i! 
logistics in liqht of overall project p~urposes.i: 
If it is otherwise a practicable altern:ative, ~ 
area not presently owned by the applicant whicb I 
CQuid reasonably be obtained, utilized,1 ' expande'd 
or managed in order to fulfill the bas!'" purpo". 
of the proposed activity may be consIdered. ' 
(40 CFR 230.10(a) (2), emphasis added) 

, 
This provision indicatea that a .lttt not pr'~8ently Jowned by the 
applicant but which could be obtained. utiliized. et:< .. to 
fulfill the basic pUlise of the proposed activity ,;<iualifies as 
a practicable alternat ve. Consequently, tbe defiri~ tion of 
"basic purpose" and "overall project purposes I! is d~ntraJ to 
proper interpretation and implementation of the Gui'ge1 ines I 
·practicable alternative- teat. Moreover, .part of J tihe 
"practicable a1 ternative- test of 40 CFR 23:0.10 (a) I! ~s the "water 
dependency" provision, quoted in paragraph l~' supr~ '1 which also 
is based upon the concept of a project's "~asic pu'~8e." That 
ia. the water dependency test states that apractic 1e 
alternative is presumed to exist for any pr 9poaed ~ tivity which 
does not have to be sited within or require : access I r proximity 
to water to fulfill its basic pur~&e (thus a 404 + rmit could 
not ·:'e issued un1es. the presumpt on is reDutted). I" (40 CFR 
230.10(a)(3)) , " 

i, 

17. Accept4nce of the applicant I s proposai i to bui.f a 
fully-integrated, contiguous, waterfront recreatio~a1 resort 
complex led NOD to conclude that ! "I: I 

" ••• the Corps considers the project to be wa~er 
dependent in light of the applicant's purpose j: 
(SOF. page 7) I 

I' 
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This determination had the effect of finding that 339 
condominium dwellings, 398 townhouse units, a motel, a 
restaurant, a cafe, a bar, a diving and fishing shop, and a 
convenience store, were all "water dependent," merely because 
they were said to be "integrated" with and "contiguous· to 
marina facilities. This approach is unacceptable, and contrary 
to Corps policy since 1976. If the approach used by NOD in the 
instant case were to gain general acceptance, then proponents of 
virtually any and all forms of development in wetlands could 
declare their proposals "water dependent" by proposing to 
-integrate- them with and to build them "contiguous- to a 
marina, or simply by adding the expression -waterfront- as a 
prefix to words such as "home", "motel", "restaurant-, "baril, 
etc. The approach used by NOD in the instant case would render 
completely meaningless the water dependency provision of the 
Guidelines. 

18. NODls basis for declaring a~l aspects of the Plantation 
Landfng Resort proposal to be water dependent was the following: 

Individually most components comprising the 
proposed recreational complex are not dependent 
upon water to function. However, waterfront 
availability of proposed facilities is demanded by 
the public a8 clearly demonstrated by the succesa 
of similar waterfront facilities in adjoining gulf 
coastal states. Also local demand for waterfront 
housing is evident by the proposed expansion of 
Pirates Cove on Grand Isle and the presently 
ongoing installation of Point Fourchon at 
Fourchon. (EA at page 85) 

One of the primary reasons why regulation of the fillin~ of 
wetlands is an important Corps environmental mission is 
precisely because a strong economic incentive (i.e., "demand") 
exists to fill in many coastal wetlands for housing 
developments, condominium resorts, restaurants, etc. The fact 
that "demand" exists for waterfront development, and even the 
fact that "demand" exists for the filling in of wetlands for 
waterfront development, is irrelevant to the question of 
whether any proposed development in a special aquatic site is 
water dependent under the 404(b) (1) Guidelines. Waterfront 
development can take place without the filling in of special 
Aquatic sites. 

19 . Significantly, in 1976 the HQUSACE dealt with essentially 
the same issues presented in the instant case (i.e., the 
meaning of "basic purpose" and "water dependency" and the 
nature of the practicable alternatives review) in the context 
of a permit case similar to the proposed Plantation Landing 
Resort case. That 1976 case involved the application of the 
Deltona Corporation to fill coastal wetlands at Marco Island, 
Florida, for what at ,that time was also proposed to be a fully 
integrated, contiguous. waterfront recreational resort and 
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housing complex. Although the wording of both the Corps 
regulations and the 404(b) (1) Guidelines have chang~a in 
certain technical respects since 1976, the essential l mandate of 
both remains unchanged. Consequently. the followin~ language 
quoted from the Chief of Engineers' 1976 decision dppument for 
the ~arco Island CAse provides the essential guidance for 
analyzing the instant case. The Corps will i apply the following 
to the "practicable alternatives" test of the GUidei t nes: 

'I'he beneflta of ~he proposed alteration;'must I 
outweigh the damage to the wetlands resource, an , , 
the proposed al teration must be necessary to " 
realize those benefits. In determining ' whetherl , 
particular alteration is necessary, our f I 

regulations require that we primarily consider ! 
whether the proPosed activity is dependent upon !; 
the wetland resources and whether feasible ; 
alternative sites are available •.•• I recogni~e 
that these •.• applications involve :part' of an <, 

overall. master planned development, and that i~ 
has been suggested that the location of ' this 
particular housing development with its ! related !' 
facilities ia dependent on being located in this 
particular wetlands resource in order to complete 
the overall planned development. Such, howeveri I 
is not the intended interpretation of this I 
wetlands policy as the Corps perceives it. Tha ' 
intent. instead, was to protect valuable' wetland 
resources from unnecessary dredging and ' filling l 
operations to fulfill a purpose such .a !housinq, 
which generally is not dependent on being located 
in the wetlands resources to ~ulfil1 it~ basic : 
purpose and for which. in most cases, other Ii 
alternative sites exist to fulfill that l purpo8e ~ 
••• The basic purpose of this development is :: 
housing, and housing, in order to fulfill its :: 
basic purpose, qenerally does not have to be ;: 
located in a water resource. Some have ·suggested 
that recreational housing requires such ! a !. 

location. But while a derived benefit of I: 
"recreational" housing may be the opport.unity to 
recreate in or near the water resource, the basi 
purpose of it still remains the same; eo provide 
shel ter. (Report on Appl ication for Department I'of 
the Army Permits to Dredge and Fill at Marco 
Island, Collier County. Florida. 6th Ind •• 15 i. 
April 1976. pages 91-92) I i: 

;, 
. I! 

20. It follows that the ~basic purpose" of leach cO~p'onent 
element of the proposed Plantation Landing Resort muat be 
analyzed in terms of its actual. non-wAter-dependent function. 

11 
: I, 
: i 
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The basic purpose of the condominium housing is housing (i.e., 
shelter), the bas~c purpose of the restaurant is to feed people: 
etc. The corps w~ll E2! conclude that housing, restaurants, 
cafe~, bars, retail facilities, or ~onvenience stores are water 
dependent' they are essentially non-wAter-dependent activities. 
Moreover, they do not gain the status of water-dependent 
activities merely because the applicant proposes to "integrate
them with a marina, or proposes to build them on a piece of land 
contiquous to a marina, or proposes that any of these non-water
dependent facilities should be -waterfront· or built on 
waterfront land. The concepts of ·integration-, -contiguity·, 
and ·waterfront- must not be used to defeat the purpose of the 
·water dependency· and ·practicable alternatives· provisions of 
the Guidelines. nor to preclude the existence of practicable 
alternatives. 

21. In light of the foregoing guidance, your re-evaluation o( 
the proposed Plantation Landing Resort (and compararle future 
proposals) should proceed as follows. First, deterLine whether 
each component part of the project is water dependent or not in 
light of that component's basic purpose. For example. the 
proposed marina is water dependent, but the proposed housing 
units. motel , restaurant, etc •• are not. Second, for component 
parts of the project which are not water dependent, a 
presumption arises that an alternative, upland site is 
available. The applicant may be able to rebut that presumption 
with clear and convincing evidence. Closely related to this 
inquiry is the question whether the non-water-dependent 
components of the project actually must be integrated with or 
contiquous to the water dependent part(s) in such a manner as 
to necessitate their location in a special aquatic site. Once 
again, a presumption exists that the non-water-dependent 
components of the project do not have to be contiguous to or 
integrated with water-dependent parts (e.g •• the marina) to be 
practicable (e.g •• economically viable). As stated before, the 
applicant may be able to rebut the presumption with clear and 
convincing evidence. Only if the applicant rebuts these 
presumptions can the Corps conclude that some (or all) of the 
non-water-dependent components of the overall project pass the 
tests of 40 CFR 230.10(a)(3). 

22. Another problem in NOD's approach to the plantation landing 
case is the District's assertion that the loss of wetlands which 
the project would cause is inconsequential, because •••• project 
alterations of wetands represents a very small portion of 
similar habitat within the project vicinity and coastal 
Louisiana ••• only 2.39\ of the saline marsh on Grand Isle and 
only 0.005\ of the saline marsh in coastal Louisiana ••• • (SOF at 
page 7). While this consideration may have some relevance to 
the deCision of this case, it ignores the fact that the 
cumulative effects of many projects such as Plantation Landing 
can add up to very oiqnificant wetlands 100', The 404(b)(1) 
Guidelines and the Corps wetlands policy at 33 CFR 320.4(b) both 
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s a Qeal , ... i th cUr.'Iulative losses of special aqaut:.:..c sites:: 

significant concern. For example. the Guide~ inesudef ne 
cumulative impacts at 40 CFR 230.11 (g) (1) as; follow.I,: 

Determination of cumulative effects on t ine aquatiIe 
ecosystem. Cumulative impacts are the c]hange8 ~ lih' an aquatic 
ecosystem that are attributable to the c:dl 1 ectivtel

l 

effect of 
a nur.\ber of individual discharges of d!."e<lged or lit ill 
material.. Although the impact of a part'icular 1ilschartiJe may 
constitute a minor change in itself. the cumulatl'1r e effect 
of numerous such piecemeal changes can t~sult i~' ~ major 
impairment of the water resources and interfere :'I~lith the 
productivity and water quality of existi1ng aquat,lc 
ecosystems. [ I: ~ 

AIr.ong the mandatory prov~sions of the Guidel!ines wb Jl:o deal wi th 
cumulative effects is 40 C~R 230.10 (c). which prohUI'~ts 
discharges "which will cause or contribute eo Signif i cant 
degradation of the waters of the United States.- It follows 
that the proposed des truction of 22 acres of specia~1 aquatic 
sites by the subject proposed development cannot be l~lsmissed as 
unimportant. ~' I 

11 
23. An additional rationale given by HOD in this c~&e to 
justify issuance of the permit with minimal [ tequlr.4~ 
compensatory mitigation is the assertion that "the p oject site 
is erodin~ at a rapid rate and will be lost ~ regardl. 8 of 
project implementation ••• - (SOF at page 7). ' To the iextent that 
erosion rates can be reliably and accurately determ'f~ed, the 
ongoing and predicted erosion of a wetland *ay be a 1'1!egitimate 
consideration under the Corps public interest revlew j However, 
nOD's reliance on predicted eroa.1oJL..rates i~ ' t:he in.ti.ant case is 
problematical, !or at least two reasons. First, sub$tantial 
do~bt and disagree~ent apparently exist reg.rding ho~ rapidly 
the marshland at issue here is likely to erQde. Se~ond, even if 
t~e :nore rapid projected rate of erosion is ; accepte~ tas \Oalid. 
tnat fact cannot negate the ecological value" of the l .pecial 
aquatic site over time. That is. even if ~he marsh llere to 
erode at the projected rate of the Environmental AS ~ ssment, it 
would still provide valuable detritus and f l'sh and", ldlife 
habitat for more than fifty years into the ~uture, ~ d would be 
replaced by ecologically valuable shallow water habit at even 
after erosion. Consequently. the marsh's stat',,;,s ~s' lll special 
aquatic site under the 404 (b) (1) Guidelines l :rer.lainl!i ~ regardless 
of the erosion factor. i' I 
24. Of course. notwithstanding all of the above, int a 
particular, given case (which might or !Tii~ht, not be:' he 
?lantation Landing Resort application) the Corps pUr ic interest 
review and the 404(b) (1) Guidelines may allow the Oa trict 
Engineer to grant a permit for the filling of \~etla~~s, even for 
a non-water-dependent activity. This wouldt~occur o~iy if the 
applicant has clearly rebutted the presumt:tfions agaii pst filling 
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wetlands found at 40 CFR 230.10, and has clearly rebutted the 
presumptions of 230.10(a) with convincing evidence that no 
Pllacticable alternative exists ,,,,hich would preclude his proposed 
fill. In such a circumstance t~e mitigation requirements of 40 
CFR 230 . 10 (b), (c), .:I.nd (d) ceme into play. For sorne time the 
Corps has been working with the EPA to negotiate a mutually 
agreeable mitigation policy under the 404 (b) (l) Guidelines . 
l>lhi1e no such common policy has yet been promulgated, the 
circumstances of the instant case demonstrate that some sort of 
interi~ guieanca on mitigation is important. 

25. In the Plantation Landing Resort 'case the HOD proposed to 
issue Corps perr.dts authorizing the filling of 22 acres of tidal 
marsh and 37 acres of shallow bay bottom. according to NOD's 
Public Notice of 7 Dec 1987 (paqe 1). The EPA and N~!FS contend 
that the proposed project would adversely impact a total of 
appro;;:i~ate!y 102 acres of wetlands and shallow open water bay 
batto:;" considering both direct and indirect project impacts. 
Regardless of which figure for project impacts is more relevant , 
the fact remains that the total mitigation requirement which NOD 
proposed to satisfy 40 CFR 230.10 was to dispose of dredged 
material from the project's channel dredginq operations in a 
manner which would create five acres of marsh, and to add 
the~eto with subsequent dredged ~aterial from future maintenance 
dredging ope~ations for the resort's channel. For impacts on 
wetlands and productive shallow bay bottom areas of a project 
such as the instant case presents, NOD's proposed mitigation 
requirenent appaars inadequate. 

26. Pending the promulgation of further guidance on ~itigation, 
NOO should require mitigation measures which will provide 
compensatory nitigation. to the maximum extent practicable, for 
those values and functions of t~e special aquatic site directly 
or indirectly adversely impacted by the proposed development 
activity . Of course, such mitigation measures should be 
developed after appropriate consultation with Federal and state 
natural resource agencies, but the decision regarding how much 
mitigation to require and regarcing the form and nature of the 
mitigation will be made by the District Engineer . 

27. The general conclusion to be drawn from the guidance given 
above is that the Corps should interpret and implement the 
404(b) (1) Guidelines. and for that matter the Corps public 
interest review, in a manner which recognizes that most special 
aquatic sites serve valuable ecological functions. as specified 
at 33 CFR 320.4{bl. Such valuable special aquatic sites should 
be protected from unnecessary destruction. Consequently, the 
Corps regulatory program should give potential developers of 
special aquatic sites the proper guidance to the effect that 
spec:al aquatic sites generally are not preferred sites for 
development activities. Noreover. for ecologically valuable 
wetlands such as those at stake in the instant case, developers 
sho~ld unde~stand that proposed non-water-dependent development 
activities will generally be discouraged. 
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